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Abstract 
We study the k-diameter of k-regular k-connected graphs. Among other results, we show that 
every k-regular k-connected graph on n vertices has k-diameter at most n/2 and this upper 
bound cannot be improved when n = 4k - 6 + i(2k -4). In particular, the maximal 3-diameter of 
3-regular graphs with 2n vertices is equal to n. 
Let G be a k-connected graph and u, v, u # v, be any pair of vertices of G. 
(Here and below a graph always means a simple, undirected graph without loops 
and multiple edges.) Let Pk(u,v) be a family of k vertex disjoint paths between u 
and v, i.e. 
and IpiJ denotes the number of edges of path pi. The k-distance dk(u, u) between vertices 
u and v is the minimum IpkJ among all Pk(u, u) and the k-diameter d,(G) of G is defined 
as the maximum k-distance dk(u, v) over all pairs u, v of vertices of G. 
The concept of k-diameter emerges rather naturally when one looks at the perfor- 
mance of routing algorithms. Its applications to network routing in distributed and 
parallel processing are studied and discussed by various authors including Chung [ 11, 
Du et al. [2], Faudree et al. [3], Hsu [4], Hsu and Lyuu [S], Meyer and Pradhan [6] 
and Ordman [7]. In this note we look at the maximal value of the k-diameter which 
could be achieved for k-connected graphs with n vertices. This problem, trivial for the 
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family of all k-connected graphs with n vertices, becomes a bit more involved when we 
restrict ourselves to k-regular graphs. We prove that every k-regular k-connected 
graph with n vertices has k-diameter at most L n/2 1. This upper bound is best possible 
for many pairs n and k, in particular, the maximum 3-diameter of a 3-regular graph on 
2n vertices is n. 
Let us start with some simple observations concerning k-diameter of k-connected 
graphs when no regularity is assumed. 
Fact 1. If G is k-connected then 
d,AG)kL1(G)> ... Bdl(G). 
Moreover, there exist graphs G for which d,(G) = dI (G). 
Proof. The inequality is trivial. To see the second part take as G a complete graph on 
k+ 2 vertices with one edge removed. Then d,(G)=d,(G)=2. 0 
Let 
f(n, k)=max{dJG): G is k-connected graph with n vertices}. 
Then, clearly,f(n, 1) = n - 1 and, since all except at most one of the k paths connecting 
two vertices must contain at least one vertex, f(n, k) < n - k + 1. It is not hard to see 
that this upper bound gives the correct value off(n, k). 
Fact 2. For every k, n, such that 2 <k d n - 1, we have f(n, k) = n -k + 1. Furthermore, if 
either k > n/2 + 2 > 5, and kn is even or n = 2k - 2 $4, then there exists k-connected 
k-regular graph on n vertices with k-diameter equal to n-k+ 1. 
Proof. Since for a cycle of length n we have d2(Cn) = n - 1 the assertion holds for k = 2. 
Thus, suppose that k - 2 > 1 and define graph G as Cn_k+Z. H, where H is a graph on 
k-2 vertices, i.e. G is a graph with vertex set {vl,vZ ,..., v,_~+~,w~,w~ ,..., wke2) 
such that subset {v~,v~,...,u._~+~) spans Cn_k+2, subgraph induced by 
{Wl,W2, . . . > q-2) is isomorphic to H and vi is adjacent to Wj for all 
i=l,2 ,..., n-k+2andj=1,2 ,..., k - 2. One can easily see that if H is k - (n - k + 2) 
connected then G is k-connected and the k-distance between two vertices v1 and v2 
which correspond to two adjacent vertices of C, _ k + 2 is equal to n-k + 1. Thus, in 
order to get G with d,(G) = n - k + 2, it is enough to take as H a graph with no edges 
when either k = 3 or n = 2k - 2, and any l-regular l-connected graph with k - 2 vertices, 
where I= max(2,2k-n- 2) in all other cases (note that, since kn is even, so is l(k-2) 
and such a graph H always exists). 0 
Properties related to k-diameter become less obvious when considered in the family 
of all k-connected k-regular graphs. Note for example that k-regularity forces 
k-diameter to be larger than l-diameter of the graph. 
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Fact 3. lf k 2 2 and G is k-regular and k-connected, then d,(G) > dI (G). 
Proof. Indeed, let U, v be vertices of a graph G for which dI (u, v) =dI(G)=d and 
P=uvlv, “.vd_ Iv be the shortest path between them. Then, since a graph is k-regular, 
one from the family of k vertex disjoint paths joining u and v~_~ must contain 
vertex v, so 
d,(G)3dk(u,vd-1)Bdl(u,v)+l~d+l. 0 
Now, for natural k, n such that 2 < k ,< n - 1 and kn is even, define 
f,,,(n, k) = max (dk(G): G is k-connected k-regular graph with n vertices). 
Clearly,frep(n, 2) = n - 1. Moreover, Fact 2 provides the value of j&n, k) for large k. 
Fact4. of either kn is even and 56n/2+26kdn-1 or n=2k-2, then 
f,,,(n,k)=n-k+l. 
Our main result states that even for small k,fr_.(n, k) is bounded from above by n/2. 
Theorem 1. If kn is even and k 2 3 then &,(n, k) < n/2. 
Proof. Let G be a k-regular k-connected graph on n vertices, u, v be vertices of G such 
that dt(u, v) = dk(G) and 
Pk(~,v)=Ipl,~z,...t~k), IP~I~IPzI< ... ~hl=d,(G) 
be such a family of k vertex disjoint paths between u and v that for every other family 
p;(u,4={P;3P;, . . ..P.}, lp;ldlp;ld ... dlp;l=d,(G) 
we have I:= 1 Ipi1 >-If= 1 Ipil. Moreover, let A denote the set of all vertices of G which 
belong to none of the paths p1,p2, . . . , pk. G has n vertices, so 
2+ ;(Ipij-l)+iAI= ijpi(+2-k+lA(=n. (*) 
i=l i=l 
We estimate from below the number of edges in G. The number of edges which belong 
to paths from Pk(u, v) is equal to C:= 1 /piI. Furthermore, no two vertices which belong 
to path pk are joined by an edge which does not belong to pk (otherwise pk could be 
replaced by a shorter path contradicting the choice of Pk(u, v)), so there exist precisely 
(k - 2)( Ipk( - 1) edges incident to vertices from path pk which are not contained in it. 
We shall show that there exist at least (A( edges which are neither contained in one of 
the paths from Pk(u, v) nor incident to vertices of pk. 
Let H be a component of a subgraph induced in G by set A. We shall prove that at 
least IHJ edges of G are incident to vertices from H and not incident to vertices from 
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pk. If H contains a cycle it contains at least IHJ edges so it is enough to consider the 
case when H is a tree. 
Case 1: k=3. 
Note that H is adjacent to at most JH] +2 vertices of path pk=vOvl . ..uk. say 
%+14+2 . ..vI+JHI+z. Indeed, otherwise one could find vertices vi and Uj with 
i - i Z ) HI + 3, both adjacent to H, and replace Pk by a shorter path using vertices of 
H instead of vi+ it++2 ...uj_ i. Furthermore, at least one of the vertices 
Q+~, vf + 3, . . . , v~+,~,+ 1 must have a neighbour outside H since otherwise graph 
G could be disconnected by deleting vertices vr+ 1 and ur +,H,+ 2. Thus, Pk sends to H at 
most lH)+2-l=(H(+l edges, so at least 
edges incident to H are not incident to vertices from Pk. 
Case 2: k = 4 and H is a path. 
Similarly as in the previous case, H must be adjacent to at most JHJ +2 vertices of 
path Pk=uOh ...uk, say %+I%+z ...f4+I~l+z, where at least two of the vertices 
vl+2,ul+3~ . . ..Vl+(H(+l have neighbours outside H. Furthermore, it is not hard to see 
that both vertices uIf2 and v~+,~,+~ can be adjacent to only one vertex of the path H, 
namely to one of its ends. Hence, the number of edges between pk and H is bounded 
above by 2 + 21 HI - 2, so at least 
4(HJ-2lH(-(JHI-l)=jHI+l 
edges incident to H are not incident to vertices from Pk. 
Case 3: k=4 and H is not a path. 
Since now the diameter of H is less than IHI it is adjacent only to at most IH( + 1 
vertices of path pk, from which at least two have neighbours outside H. Thus, similarly 
as in the previous two cases, the number of edges incident to H but not to pk is 
bounded below by 
Case 4: k>5. 
Note that no vertex from H is adjacent to more than three vertices from pk since 
otherwise path pk could be replaced by a shorter one. Hence, G contains at least 
edges incident to vertices from H not incident to vertices from pk. 
Thus we have shown that there are at least IAl edges in G which are neither 
contained in some k paths nor incident to vertices from pk, so 
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Now subtracting (*) from (**) and dividing by k-2 gives n/2 as the upper bound 
for IPA. 
Remark. Note that from the proof it follows that, when k > 5, &(u, u) = n/2 only if all 
vertices of G lies on some path from Pk(u, u) and all edges of G either belong to a path 
from P,Ju,u) or are incident to some vertices from pk. 
The above bound for freg(n, k) cannot be improved in general case. In fact, the 
equality f&n, k) =Ln/2 J holds for infinitely many pairs k and rt. 
Fact 5. If n=2k-3+i(k-2), where i=O, 1, . . . and 3 < k d n, then &(2n, k)= n. In 
particular, f,,,(2n, 3) = n for n > 2. 
Proof. We shall construct k-regular k-connected graph G(2n, k) with 
2n = 4k - 6 + i(2k -4) vertices for which dk(G(2n, k)) > n. The set of vertices of G(2n, k) 
contains vertices vi, j=O, 1, . . . , n, and vertices WY, where 1= 1,2, . . . , k- 2 and 
m=O, 1, . . . , i, i+ 1. The set of edges of G(2n, k) consists of the following pairs of vertices: 
(i) {Uj,Oj+l) forj=O,l,..., n-l and {u~,u~}, 
(ii) {uO,wp} and {u,,wf+l) for f=1,2, . . . ,k-2, 
(iii) (w~,w~+~} for m=O, 1, . . . ,i, 
(iv) {w~,u,,,~~_~)+~} for 1=1,2 ,..., k-2, m=O,l,..., i, i+l, and s=1,2,k-2. 
Graphs G&3) and G(14,4) are given in Figs. 1 and 2. 
One can easily check that G(n, k) is k-regular and k-connected and the only family of 
k vertex disjoint paths between vertices v,, and v, consists of paths vov,, vovl . .v, and 
k-2 paths v,wpw~ . ..wfv_. 1= 1,2, . . . , k-2. 0 
One might expect that equality f,,,(n, k) = L n/2 1 holds for every n and k such that nk 
is even and 3 < k<Ln/2]. The next result shows that it is not the case. 
Fact 6. If n > 8 and n/2 + 2 d k < n - 1 then f,,,(2n, k) < n. 
Proof. Due to the observation we made after the proof of Theorem 1, the equality 
f,_(2n, k) = n can hold only if for some vertices U, v, an ‘external’ family of paths P,Ju, v) 
Fig. 1 
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Fig. 2. 
contains all vertices of the graph and each edge of the graph which does not belong to 
paths from I$(u, U) is incident to pk. Suppose that for some vertices u, v of a k-regular 
k-connected graph on 2n vertices we have $(u, u) = n. Then, G contains n - 1 vertices 
outside path pk = uvlv2 . . ~,_~~,~0,~incek<n-l,p~_,=uw,w,~~~w,,forsome1>2. 
Both vertices w1 and wr have k-2>(n- 1)/2 neighbours lying on pk, so w1 is 
connected to some vertex Di with i>(n - 1)/2 and wI is adjacent to vertex Uj with 
j<(n - 1)/2. Thus, paths pk_ 1 and pk could be replaced by P’=uuru2 . . UjWlU and 
P”=UWlUiUi+1 ... u,_~u, of lengths j+2<n and n-i+2<n, and dk(u,v)<n. q 
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